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hope of ever knowing what it is.

veryone's had the experience. You're on the way

to work one morning and the
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U ntil now. We've isolated six
topics that not only meet the

Semiotics

prescribed conditions but also

newscaster on the radio is insist-

Molecular Electronics
benefit from world-class ex-

ing that molecular electronics is
the next big breakthrough. It's
likely to put America back in
the lead. Y ou don't doubt

Rational
Expectations
Parallel Architectures
Computing

that's true, but you also realize-truth be
told-you haven't the foggiest idea what molecular electronics is, and you don't have much
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pens based right at Syracuse.
With their help, we're going to
try one last time to make you

understand. Because it's really time you did.
who created the illustrations to accompany the following articles, is a 1989 M.F.A. graduate of SU's
College of Visual and Performing Arts.
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M GNETIC
RESO,N ANCE
IMAGING
BY RENEE GEARHART LEVY

I

t's the big game of the season.
The star player comes down
sideways on his ankle and grabs
hi s lower leg in pain. T he
ankle's not brok en, but h e's
probably torn some ligaments. He's
out for the game, and tomorrow, the
trainer says, "we'll be send ing him in
for imaging."
X-ray imaging? Not like ly, considerin g X -ray best detects dense substances such as bone. The trainer was
referring to magnetic resonance imaging, more commonly known as MRI, a
relatively n ew process that has the
ability to scan soft tissues of the body
noninvasively. It's revolutionizing diagnostic radiology.
Used c lini ca ll y for le ss than a
decade, MRI is already the too l of
choice for detecting such maladies as
spinal disorders, multiple sclerosis, and
certain cancers. MRI's advantage is as
much what it can't see as what it can.
X-rays and computerized axial tomography (CAT) scans read the density of
tissues. T he problem is, most tiss ues,
with the exception of bone, have similar densities. It is often difficult to distinguish one from another, let alone
healthy tissue from damaged, or organ
from tumor.
MRI doesn ' t read tissue d e nsity.
Rather, it surveys the location of hydroge n atoms in the body- mostly in
water and fat- to create a picture of
tissue structure. It does not display

RENEE GEARHART L EVY is the editor of
Syracuse University Magazine.

A new

body-imaging
technology,
based on
the way
hydrogen
responds to
magnetic fields,
is replacing
X-ray zn many
applications.
bone well. Leave that to the X-ray or
CAT scan. But because bone is largely
invisible to it, MRI does a much better
job of revealing the soft t issues that
bone otherwise obscures-such as the
spinal cord or the base of the brain.
"If yo u were looking at a h ea d,
you'd get a very detailed picture of the
water or tissues in the brain," explains
George Levy, professor of scie nce and
technolo g y and director of SU's
Nuc lear Mag n e tic Resonan ce a nd
D ata Processing L aboratory. Levy,
who develope d a computer software
package use d widely in research fo r

the analysis of MRI scans, is a nationally recognized specialist in the field.
"If you're looking at bones, you don't
see the calcified bone, but you see the
marrow and you see the water and fat
that's in the bone."

M

RI works through a combination of computer-controlled
radio waves and magnets up
t o 30,000 times s tron ger th a n the
Earth's magnetic field.
The most obvious component of the
technology is a large cylindrical supercond u cting magnet, with a hole
through the middle large enough to accommodate a human body.
When a patient lies inside it, the
magnetic field causes the hydroge n
nuclei in the body to polarize. The patient becomes temporarily magnetized.
If a low-frequency radio wave is sent in
to the magnetic field , the hydrogen
nuclei begin to gyrate in unison.
"You can think of each [hydrogen
nucleus] as like a little bar magnet,"
says Nikolau s Szeverenyi, associate
professo r of rad iology at the SUNY
Hea lth Science Center in Syracuse,
and scie ntific director of the research
NMR lab there (started as a joint facility between SUNY and SU). "When
you send in a radio wave, you interrogate these little magnets."
After the radio wave is turned off,
the nucle i slowly realig n themselves
with the magnetic field, while emitting
a faint e lectromagnetic signal. T hat
signal is detected as a radio wave by
the computer. Based on that data, the
computer generates three-dimensional
images of body tissues.
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2. Radio Pulse Rred

3. Signals
Produced

Alow frequency
radio pulse
is limed to the
some frequency
as certain
hydrogens.
la----.1+-Those hydrogens become
aligned with the
magnetic field
produced by the
radio pulse.

Strong magnetidield

Hydrogens
align themselves in the direction of the
magnetic field,
temporari~

When the radio
signal stops, the
hydrogens slowly
move bock into
alignment with the
magnetic field,
emiHing radio
waves of their own
in the process.

•magnetizing"
the patient.

"The key idea is that we can receive
radio signals from the hydrogen and
figure our where they came from, " says
Szeverenyi. "Once we know that we
can make them into an image."
The images are essentially maps of
the locations and properties of water in
the body, or rather the hydrogen nuclei. Since water composes up to 90
percent of all body tissues, hydrogens
are by fa r the most common atoms in
the body, thus the easiest to detect.
The images ca n also read what's
called "relaxation time"-the time it
takes the hydrogen nuclei to reorgani ze themsel ves with the magnetic
field once the radio waves are turned
off. Tissues with re latively similar densities can have wi ldly different relaxation times. "These relaxation times
also give physicians diagnostic information, particularly in detecting the
presence of tumors and other tissue abnormalities," says Levy.

M

Rl has few drawbacks. The
patie nt feels nothing during
the approximately 40 minutes
of testing, but will hear some muffled
banging noises-a result of the changing magnetic fields generated by coils
inside the magnet. C laustrophobia in
the magnets is a frequent complaint.
Un like X-ray, which uses radiation
and destroys small amounts of DNA
with each exposure, MRI is a low-energy
process, exposing the body to nothing
more than "the energies we're exposed
to sitting in a room," says Levy. T hat's

Acomputer

translates those
signals into a
three-dimensional image of
the area
scanned, distinguishingdifferent types of soft
tissues.

extremely important in
research or clinical applications, where the same subjects
must be looked at over and over again.
T he strong and far-reaching magnetic field can be unsafe, however, for
peop le wi th pacemakers or certain
metallic surgical implants.
It also adds to its cost. Constructing
facilities to contain the magnetic field
can cost up to $2 million. Add that to
the $2 million cost of the MRI system,
and that translates to $800 to $1,000
per test. D espite it's hefty price tag,
MRI is wide ly considered one of the
greatest diagnostic breakthroughs since
invention of the X-ray.
A rece nt stud y at th e Baylor
University M ed ical Center in D allas
found a 45 percent increase in the detection of cancerous breast lesions by
MRI over conventional mammography.
It has also reduced the need for many
exploratory surgeries and the length of

time for surgeries that are needed.
Future developments may be even
more amazing. MRI that reads phosphorus rather than hydrogen can show
which regions of the heart are damaged
and the scope of the damage on heart
attack victims. But because phosphorus is far less ab undant in the body
than hydrogen, the procedure requires
a much longer testing period- imagine
lying still in the magnet for an entire
day-or a much stronger magnet.
Researchers believe this application
may reach clinical use in five years.
"It's still early," says Levy ofMRI. "It's
past the beginning learning curve, but
there's a lot more exciting stuff to come."
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s technological advances
go, digital audio more
than lived up to its
hype. The eighties saw
compact discs wrest
the recorded music market away from
the venerable vinyl LP, enticing listeners with glorious sound reproduction, ease of use and storage, and the
promise of never wearing out.
Suddenly, the thud of a bass guitar,
the wail of a saxophone, and the voice
of a singer sounded far more vivid.
COs gave listeners a you-are-there
jrisson as they entered a new audio dimension of clarity and sharpness.
Phonograph turntables began to gather dust.
You shoula know, though, that the
opportunity to better deafen yourself

Lens
Loser beam

Lens
l. Unlike record albums, which
produce o physical representation
of sound, digital audio does it
mothemoticolly. The digital
process imbeds microscopic pits
and flats in a spiral track on the
underside of a compact disc. The
track is approximately three miles
long on on overage size disc.

3.These on-off pulses of light
convert sound into digits-zeros
and ones-tho! con be read by
a computer. Each numerical
value is a measurement along
the wove of electric current. It is
sampled, or copied, 44,100
times per second to give o faithful sound reproduction.

Digital to analog
conversion system

2. During playback, o loser beam is
fired otthe track. Depending on
whether o pit or flat is passing beneath the loser, on-off pulses of
light ore created.

Electric current

Loud speaker
Sound waves
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IGITAL AUDIO
with revitalized recordings of old
Beach Boys albums is only the beginning for sound digitization. At research
centers such as SU's Belfer Audio
Laboratory and Archive, digital audio
is opening the doors to larger applications, through which massive amounts
of audio and visual data may be stored
and neatly transferred. The best is yet
to come.

C

omputers made the leap in
sound quality possible, spawning a generation of acronyms.
COs, the great-grandchi ldren of
Edison's first cylinder recordings, both
depart from and share some of the
LP ' s production methods . Both
recording processes begin with analog
sound. The big diffe re nce between
the two formats is how they represent
and store sound.
LPs do it physically. A long-playing
record album is an analog, a physical
representation of sound. Electrical ene rgy moves a stylus back and forth,
cutting grooves into vinyl, etching a literal translation of sound occurring in
acoustical space.
COs do it mathematically. In
word processing, every letter
typed is stored and recognized by the computer
as a numb er. The
digital process works
mu c h the same
way. Incoming
-----~ ound is converted
by a n analog-todi g ital converter
into digits, the zeroes and ones a
comp ut e r r ea ds.
The digital process
imbeds pits of digitized information
onto the CD s urface . During playback, the numbers
are sampled, or copied,
44,100 times per second.
The lase r rea d s th e m,
and the CD player's mi-

With the
help of lasers,
we now
are able
to capture
the richness
of a
Mozart concerto
in the form
of ones
and zeros.

croprocessor translates the digital pits
into clear sound. Then a digital-to-analog converter sends the sound through
an amplifier to a loud speaker.
The result? A new standard of audio
quality. Splendid hi-fi sound. Greater
fidelity. No more hisses or pops. Wide
dynamic range, accurate frequency response, freedom from distortion.
Dig ital tec hniques have come to
audio tape, as well. On analog tapes, an
electrical mechanical process physically rearranges particles on the tape surface to duplicate sound.
On OATs (digital au dio tape) and
DCCs (digital compact cassette), two
new and competing formats, the surface of the tape stores numerically encoded sound. The medium is different
in its form, but not its function.
Eventually, all information will be
digitized- radio signals, te levisio ns,
te le phones, even cameras- blending
consumer electronics and telecommunications.

T

oday, a prototype project exploiting digital revolution is up
and running at SU's Belfer Lab.
In an anonymous concrete bunker adjacent to Bird Library, Belfer staff
members research the reproduction
and preservation of sound.
On a computer screen, Belfer's director, William Storm, clicks his mouse
on an icon. Immediately, an early E lvis
Presley recording shatters the rather
staid Belfer ambience. Simultaneously,
Storm calls up a digitized color image
of the record's label, and uses a zoom
function to hone in on a close-up view
of the LP's grooves.
Storm is demonstrating a few of the
capabilities of DADS (Distributed
Audio D atabase System), the working
prototype of a system cal led Total
Information Management System
(TIMS), developed at Belfer. When
fully implemented in a few years, the
system will make enormous quantities'
of di giti zed information-not only
audio, but video and textual-available to users on a worldwide network.
TIMS users will be free to retrieve a
d igitized recording from the
Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris, a film
from the BBC in London, a book from
the Library of Congress, then com bine, edit, or copy the data as they see
fit, generating compound documents.
The system has attracted worldwide
attention, and Belfer is busy recruiting
new members. Digitization makes the
system possible. When converted to
numerals, audio, video, and texts can be
sent instantly across the TIMS computer network. Much of Belfer's 300,000ite m collection of rare musical and
voice recordings- including Edison,
Einstein, and Tolstoy- is digitized, the
preferred method of archival storage.
So don't think of digital audio as
only th e route to a cri sper cymba l
crash. It is one facet of a whole new
mode of data storage and transmission.
And that's music to the ears.
GEORGE LOWERY

is a free-lance writer

and editor.
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BY ANDREA

M

C.

MARSH

ost of us think of reading
as a rather simple task.
Letters are put together
to form words. Words
are put together to form
sentences. Paragraphs. And so on.
After learning our ABCs, we assume
we know what these sentences and
paragraphs mean.
Perhaps we shouldn't be so presumptuous. Come to find out, reading
is not so simple after all. Semiotics
gives a whole new meaning to the term
"reading comprehension."
Semiotics is most simply defined as
the science of signs and sign systems.
Now, signs are present in our everyday
life. A stop sign is a sign. An "open"
sign in a cafe is another kind of sign.
But in literature there are also
signs-and those signs are words. Each
word signifies an idea, and stacked together they become poems, plays, and
novels. How these words are meant,
and what they're supposed to stand for,
is essentially the basis of semiotics. It
opens up the process of how people
read and interpret.
"It's the study of how reading is
done," says John Crowley, chairman of
SU's department of English and textual studies. "Reading is taken to be a
much more inclusive activity than
common sense has it."

T

he idea is this: One cannot take
for granted that the meaning of
a word or text is implicit, because there is no one meaning. In effect,
every reading is a misreading. Through
semiotics, the reader examines different ways texts can be viewed. Call it
reading between the lines.
Culture, politics, religion, race, sexthey all shape writing and reading. We
as readers need to keep this in mind.
What were the politics of the day when
Chaucer wrote his Canterbury Tales?

C. MARSH is an assistant editor
of Syracuse University Magazine.

ANDREA

It's no longer
good enough
to simply read.
You'd better
stop to think
where that
message cr;me from.
And when.
And·what
the sender
mayhqvehad
in mind.
How did British culture at the turn of
the 17th century shape Shakespeare's
works? These are the types of questions to ask ourselves when reading.
Perhaps certain ideas and points were
suppressed due to the politically correct thinking of their day.
Shakespeare, for instance, created
several radical characteristics in his
plays. He has men dressed as women

and men portrayed as women dressed as
men. But these cross-dressed heroines
never stay in role reversals. Eventually,
the men end up with women, and vice
versa. They marry. With this,
Shakespeare has successfully reinforced
the dominant ideology of his time.
Meaning is multiple and culturally produced-by both author and reader.
Readers bring political and cultural biases
with them to a piece of literature. So, the
meaning of a text is different to each reader.
"The implication is that there is no single meaning inherent in the text and that
neither an English teacher nor your own
reading of it is going to make one universal
meaning pop out," says Patricia Moody, an
associate professor of English at SU.

T.

he emergence of semiotics (as
well as other interpretive theories) has changed not only the
way reading is done, but the way it is
taught. After more than three years of
intense debate in SU's English department, a new curriculum was developed
to teach this type of reading interpretation. The name of the department was
also changed. It's now the department
of English and textual studies (ETS).
In ETS courses, students look at famous or classic writings and the context
in which they were written. They read
other texts written in the same era by
less prominent authors, and learn a bit

Semiotics is the study of signs and the different vori·
abies that affect their interpretation. Toke the 'X' adorn·
ing the baseball cops worn by many young people
today. The Xwas intended to symbolize the legacy of
Malcolm X, but in actuality, the Xmeans different things
to different people. To some, the letter might demon·
strote support for block nationalism, to others, imply the
notion of mole supremacy. According to Angelo Davis,
this year's Jeannette K. Watson Visiting Professor in the
Humanities, it might ask, "Are you bod enough? Are
you block enough? Are you revolutionary enough?" And
now, the Xcops ore so trendy that perhaps it asks, Are
you hip enough?
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more about the culture of the time .
Becoming more familiar with these areas
helps students better understand where
the prominent author of the classic text
is coming from. In a history of genres
course, for example, students studying
the tragedy would read Shakespeare's
plays along with those by lesser known
playwrights Thomas Dekker a nd
Thomas Middleton. (Not all ETS courses are based on a semiotic approach, incidentally. T he department also offers
courses which are based on such theories as Marxism and feminism.)
The semiotic approach, says Moody,
"becomes a way of accounting for some
things in our reading. It becomes a way of
helping to identify a whole range of interpretive issues that play themselves out.
"It's how me aning ge ts mad e.
Period," she adds. "Which is why a department that has changed its curriculum.
is no longer content to just pull the dusty
volume of Shakespeare down off the
shelf and assume Shakespeare means
what Shakespeare means--or that those
of us in the profession have the right
meaning and that we just need to pour it
into the empty heads of students."
Once you understand that Shakespeare
means different things to differe nt readers, you can also apply this to other forms
of communication you encounter.
"Semiotic systems don't have to be
writte n or even verbal," Crowley says.

"There are purely visual semiotics."
Signs are present in all language: the
language of dress, the language of driving, m e di a la ngu age, a nd th e la nguage of the arts.
Take the language of men's clothing.
We often "read" people according to what
they wear. For instance, a man with long
hair and sandals is often thought of as being
countercultural. And a man wearing a suit
and tie is assumed to be a businessman. We associate dark sunglasses
with gangste rs and pink hair
with punks. These are assumptions that we bring to
our "reading" of people.
So, read on, read into,
and, oh yeah, watch out
for that sign up ahead. It
may not mean what
you think.

Advertisements contain many signs- some more obvious than others. One way advertisers
promote products is by comparing the product (one sign) with something seemingly unrelated (another sign). In this ad, Absolut Vodka is associated with Miami. By having the bottle toke on the shape of a beach hotel, the product is related to the concept of vocationrecreation and relaxation in a vibrant, culturally diverse city.
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BY LAURIE HARRINGTO N

Those little

hat hum you hear from the
heart of your PC is the
whirling dervish of obsolescence hurrying yo ur
hard drive to the ash heap
of history. The Information Age is
moving on and leaving tin-bound gadgetry like disks and semiconductor circuits behind. We need more memory
and more speed-and we need them in
smaller boxes. Circuits and disks have
little more to give, so they will give
way, to molecules.
That is the thought of scientists at
top research centers around the world,
including Robert R. Birge, director of
Syracuse's four-year-old Center for
Molecular E lectronics.
According to Birge, molecular electronics is the hybrid discipline that will
take the next generation of computers
where we want them to go. The experts specu late it will allow us to
quicken the pace of computer operations by 100,000 times and store information to equal a dozen sets of e ncyclopedias in a cube that will fit in the
palm of your hand.

silicon chips

T

o un-derstand molecular electronics, yo u must understand
today's solid-state e lectronics.
Both begin with electricity.
Whe n electrons escape from atoms
and flow through metals or other conductors, they become electric current.
Conductors aid the flow; insulators prevent it. Semiconductors hold the midL AU RI E ROOT HARRINGTON is a freelance writer living in Syracuse. She holds a
bachelor's degree from SU in political science and journalism (1983), and a master's degree in English ( 1986).

at:the
heart of
your computer
maybe
replaced:someday
by tinY. blocks

of organia molecules
performing the
same function.

or two millionths of a meter.
Although that sounds impressive, it's
barely adequate for computer appl ications on the cutting edge, Birge says. And
difficulties quickly arise when we increase the density much beyond this
point. The electrons' activity in such
close quarters causes overheating. At onetenth of a micron, the space between individual components can no longer hold
the electrons. They tunnel out of their intended paths, creating false signals.
But while transistors on silicon chips
are measured in microns (millionths of
meters), molecules are measured in
nanometers (billionths of meters). A
molecule is the smallest portion of any
substance there can be before that substance dissolves into disparate atoms.
Certain molecules h ave been d esigned by nature to do exactly what transistors are built to do: They can store and
release charges, conduct and obstruct

die ground, allowing current to pass in
some ways at some times, preventing it
at others. T he microscopic tracks,
gates, and swi tc hes that electricity
must navigate to make e lectronic devices work are etched into the silicon
surfaces of semiconductors.
For more than 40 years, scie ntists
have worked to make semiconductor
devices (like transistors) smaller and
smaller, so that computers, too, could
be smaller. Today's highdensity silicon integrated 2. Aiming a pair of right-angled lasers at a specific
circuits mi g ht pack group of the protein molecules causes certain atoms
50,000 transistors into a within the proteins to shift positions, acting as
square millimete r. At this optical switches and recording data. The accude nsity, the spacing be- racy of the lasers, and the nature of the protween components can tein's reaction to light, allows us to pinpoint inbe less than two microns, formation stored at any point in the substance.
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current, switch "on" and "off' in ways
that can represent the 0 and 1 of binary
code, the building blocks of all computer
memory. From such molecules, scientists can construct devices that store information or dictate the path of electrons
just as circuits in silicon do. Better yet,
these molecules are readily available, extremely hardy, and inexpensive.

F

or Robert Birge, the molecule of
choice is bacteriorhodopsin, a
light-harvesting protein manufactured by a bacterium that thrives in
salt marshes. This molecule changes
back and forth between two states in
response to light. The two forms of the
molecule can represent the on/off (or
0/1 sequences that make up computer
memory. Certain frequencies of light
excite the molecules, instructing them

to be "on" or "off." Lasers easily and
accurately supply just the right frequencies needed to encode (or read) in
a smudge of bacteriorhodopsin anything from the substance of Lotus 1-23 to a 200-page doctoral dissertation.
Current computer technology stores
information by using electromagnetic
fields. A point on your floppy disk, for
example, is "on" or "off' depending
on whether it has been magnetized or
demagnetized. One big drawback of
this system is that it is two-dimensional. Once the limits of miniaturization
have been reached, getting more memory requires using more surface area.
That gets out of hand quickly.
Memories using Birge's bacteriorhodopsin in three-dimensions could
be five times faster than today's fastest
mass-storage memories. And yet the

memory storage medium is hardly any
more complicated than a few tablespoons of jelly in a glass. A cube that is
two centimeters on each side might
store the entire catalogued holdings of
the Library of Congress.
With refinements, including genetically engineered strains of bacteriorhodopsin, Birge's 2x2x2 cube might
eventually hold 500 gigabytes (500 billion bytes). That's still a far cry from
the human brain's terabyte (a thousand billion bytes), but Birge's memory in 3-0 brings us far closer than ever
before. Right now, the possibilities appear boundless.
"Nature has essentially done 85 to
90 percent of the work for us in this application," Birge says. "All we have to
do is tweak it a bit."

1. One key to molecular electronics is bocteriorhodopsin, o light-harvesting protein manufactured by o bacterium that thrives in soh marshes. Like the conventional
transistor, these organic molecules store and release charges and conduct and obstruct current. But they ore much smaller, thus much quicker.
Certain frequencies of light excite the molecules, instructing them to be "on" or "off"
and allowing information to be written. Other frequencies allow one to "read" information
already stored. The key is the use of crossing loser beams to excite only those molecules of
the intersection of the two beams.

loser beam

loser beam

3. Electrical pulses characteristic of the
"on" and "off" stole ore given off by the
protein molecules in response to stimulation by the losers.
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RATIONA L
EXPECTA TIONS
BY LAURIE HARRINGTON

Economic analysts

conomists care about you.
They care about your goals
and what you're doing to
achieve them. They are
concerned about your happiness. You've risen in their estimation
in the past 10 years or so. For the most
part, they now agree you are a sophisticated consumer. They respect yo ur
views. Your opinions, as misguided as
the y might be, shape the world in
which we live.
You can thwart the purposes of the
chief policy makers in America. You
can make the president of this nation
into a liar and a laughingstock or proclaim him the voice of truth and reason. You can hold all 250 million of us
captive in the depths of recession or
boost us to recovery, because the simple matter of what you believe is the
most powerful economic force there is.
It's probably always been this way,
but economists have been slow to believe it. A decade ago most still
thought of consumers as "lambs" who
would take whatever they got and not
think much about it. Economists assumed people were not as smart as
economists. "That seemed crazy," says
Syracuse University's Douglas HoltzEakin. He, fellow profes sor Donald
Dutkowsky, and most economists like
them, now credit consumers with "rational expectations," a ke y concept
that has revolutionized economics.
Expectations, explains Dutkowsky,
concern what consumers think will

are trying

E

LAURIE ROOT H ARRI NGTON is a freelance writer living in Syracuse. She holds a
bachelor's degree from SU in political science and journalism (1983), and master's
degree in English (1986).

to take
consumer behavior
into account,
even when
it is based
on the most
nebulous sorts
of moods
and prejudices.

happen to certain variables in the future-prices or interest rates, for example. Much of what people do in life depends on their expectations. Will a college education be worth the trouble?
Will they be able to carry heftier car
payments? Is the best place for that
nest egg a savings account, a mutual
fund, or tucked underneath the mattress? Will the y be able to afford a
child?

T

he conclusions people reach
about the future, right or wrong,
determine their actions today,
economists believe. Because everyone
wants to be right, they use all the information they can to form their expectations. They use it to calculate job

prospects and future income. They
weigh the future of interest rates
against the potential of the stock market. A key consideration is always:
What is the government likely to do?
Did you believe George Bush when
he said there was no recession ? If
enough of us had taken the president's
word for it the recovery would have
been underway, says Holtz-Eakin, who
is also a senior research associate in the
Maxwell School's Metropolitan Studies
Program. He spent a year with Bush's
Council of Economic Advisers and understands well what the president was
trying to do.
" If the president says there isn't a
recession, that's information. People
will use it. But if the claim is not credible it will be dismissed, and indeed it
was," says Holtz-Eakin. Consumer
confidence is powerful stuff. If people
fear that recession is coming and act accordingly, then fear becomes reality.
Our savvy and determination to do
the best we can are often at odds with
government efforts to shape the economy. Consider this example: The government delivers a tax cut, hoping it will
spur consumers to spend. But the sophisticated consumer has rational expectations. He knows the government
always provides a tax cut when times
are tough. He's expected it. He's counted on it. In fact, he 's already spent it.
When the tax cut actually comes it has
no impact on him. The government has
not effected any change.
So what's a government to do ?
There's every incentive to trick the
public, because only by catching us off
guard can the government effect any
change. When the media report inflation or unemployment was less-or
more-than expected, that is significant news. It means our expectations
have been wrong, if only to a degree,
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and the government has managed to
exercise some infl uence. T he alte rnative, according to Dutkowsky, is simply to let the public know what's going
on, without exercising any economic
policy. "Just roll with it," he says.

I

n a few choice arenas, information
is ab undant and players are free to
respond quickly and comple tely to
it. Rational expectations are hastily and
eagerl y diges te d in these "effi cie nt
marke ts" (anoth e r new te rm). T h e
stock ma rke t is one. So is the bond
market and all othe r asset markets. In
th ese are nas, p rices are, th e th eory
goes, just about as accurate as they can
be. They reflect all the pertinent information available at any mome nt.
If you have reason to believe shares

of IB M a re go in g che a p, yo u have
some new information, Ho ltz-Eakin
explains. You act on it by buying IBM.
As you buy, the price of IBM rises. It
can happe n in minutes. So the market
has adjusted itself to match reality- or
rea lity as yo u see it. An h our la ter
Apple announces a startling new product. The players now see IBM as overp riced. T h ey d ec id e to se ll the ir
shares and pocket some cash. As people sell off IBM the price of the stock
falls. It bottoms out, the theory says, at
a price accurate ly re fl ecting IBM 's
new position in the business world. It
wi ll stay there until new info rmation
once again alters the balance.
Yo u wa nt to m ak e mon ey in t h e
stock market? Forget about any "syste m." The marke t is the e pitome of

ra n do mn ess. In for m ati o n is eve rything. Insid e informa tion, as we all
know, can win you a king's ransom .
G rab hold of some good information,
be among the first to act on it, and you
will get a bargain. But the re's no guarantee you will find a bargain tomorrow- or ever again. Over the course of
time you would do just as well to pick
stocks with darts.
"Everybody asks me 'W hat's t he
m a rk et go in g t o d o?'" says
Dutkowsky. "My answer is 'You can't
predict it.' Don 't expect to. You might
get lucky for awhile, but you can't do
much more than get lucky. The more
you know, the more you realize how
mu c h you do n 't know, especia ll y
whe n you're working with people."

Consumer behavior is largely dependent in large part on the "rational expectations" people hold for the future. If the
economy looks healthy, if interest rates are expected to drop or a big tax cut is imminent, consumers are more likely to
feel they con afford to spend.

If Americans had believed George Bush
when he said there was no recession,
their spending would have spurred an
economic recovery. Their rational expeclations told them otherwise, however,
ond disposable income wos saved for a
rainy day, keeping the economy in a
faltering stole.
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As fast

GERMA N O

erry and Robin are each
building a new home.
Terry opts to go it alone
and quits work in order to
spend the next three years
building that dream house. Robin's desire for a new house is more immediate,
thus Robin opts to do only the interior
painting and assembles a team of electricians, plumbers, carpenters, bricklayers, and others to do separate functions
in parallel fashion. Robin's dream house
is completed in six months.
Teamwork isn 't confined to human
beings. Just as a team of people can
build a house faster and more efficiently than one, so too can computers work
together as a team to solve complex
problems faster. This is what's known
as "parallel computing."
By now, many people know that the
brain in a PC is its CPU, which stands
for "central proces sin g unit ," o r
"processor" for short. For years, individual processors have bee n going it
alone and doing a remarkable job. The
tiny CPU runs the software (e. g. ,
WordPerfect and Lotus 1-2-3 ), controls
all the computer's input and output devices (such as the keyboard and floppy
disk drive), and has memory chips to
store information.
In a single CPU, processing is done
in linear fashion. That is, everything
happens one step at a time. To complete a single task-changing the margins in your word -processing doc ument, for example- transistors within
the CPU run through a complex series
PAUL GERMANO, a 1980 graduate of the
Newhouse School, is an editor, writer, and
publications coordinator for SU's College
of Visual and Performing Arts.

as they are,
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single p;ocessors
.
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can't t{lways
go it alone.
Researchers
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.

are brfnging
multiple processors
together=
to work
as a team.
of instructions, step by step. This is
done at breakneck speed. You 'd never
guess how many processing steps are
involved in a function th at seems to
occur instantaneously on your computer scree n. Today's personal computer
can have as many as one million transistors on a CPU microchip, with SO
steps happening in sequence, within a
millionth of a second.

T

.his isn' t good enough- not for
the gigantic computations that
some computer users now face.
Like Robin the home builder, computer engineers are searching for ways to
break tasks into functionall y distinct
parts, each to be processed separately

and then brought back together to create a completed solution.
Large machines are being created that
contain thousands of processors. As fast
as a single PC is, imagine the ability of a
parallel computing machine that has several thousand CPUs, each working in
parallel on a specific part of a complex
problem and also having the ability to interact with each other when necessary.
Take, for example, a current project
in which researcher s from SU's
Northeast Parallel Architectures
Center (NPAC) are working with the
Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation.
The company is trying to speed up reaction time when a problem occurs in
the transmission network that moves
electrical power from generators to
homes and businesses. The networkanalysis functions are immense, and
th e necessary response is required
within seconds. The answer lies in parallel computing.
With Niagara Mohawk's old method,
if lightning struck a power line, for example, a large section of the transmission
network would shut down and a back-up
system would go into effect. With the
implementation of parallel computing, a
much smaller part of the system can be
pinpointed and safely isolated.
"The way you structure the problem
[on a parallel machine] is that you break
up data you have and put it in different
processors. T hus, each processor has its
own data to work with," explains Nancy
McCracken, manager of research and development at NPAC. "The basis of calculation is that there is an electrical equation for every point in the transmission
network where there is a change in the
electricity, such as every generator and
electrical line. T he parallel computer has
each processor working on a different
part of the problem and can quickly tell
which part of the system to isolate."
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With a traditional computer, each task is
accomplished one step at a time.
Transistors in the computer's central pro·
cessing unit run through a complex se·
ries of instructions, step by step.
Although a sequence of 50 steps might
be completed within o millionth of a sec·
ond, faster speeds are needed for gigan·
tic computations some computer users
now face.
In parallel computing, hundreds or thou·
sands of processors, each with its own
memory, work in parallel on specific
parts of a complex problem, bringing
the information back together to form a
completed solution. By working indepen·
dently, the multiple processors are able
tospeed processing by up to 1,000
times.

Thus, if N iagara Mohawk has 2,000
pieces in its system-2,000 individual
generators, lines, etc.- the parallel machine can provide 2,000 processors at
work concurrently. The speed-up time
is significant.
"It's not hard to get 100 times speedup or maybe even 1,000," McCracken
says. Niagara Mohawk wi ll save millions of dollars, she adds, by applying
back-up powe r sources more efficiently.
The challe nge in any parallel computing application, though, is coordinating the processors. (It's not as simple as
the electrician, plumber, and bricklayer.) Parallel computers vary in the number of processors they have and how
those processors are able to interact.
Although the processors work inde pend e nt ly of one another, McCracken
notes that "the processors cooperate by
send ing each other messages if they
need to exchange data." Typically one
or several processors within th e machine are programmed to do nothing
but manage this information flow.

https://surface.syr.edu/sumagazine/vol8/iss3/5

Perfecting such arrangements- such
"architectures"-is the work of NPAC and
the Syracuse Center for Computational
Science (SCCS), also based at SU.
Geoffrey Fox, director of NPAC, explains
that just as people can have trouble interacting, so too can computers.
"If I am alone on a desert island, I'm
unrestricted in my behavior," he says.
"I have no societal restraints. It's easy
for me to make plans. If I have a group
of 10 people, it gets more complicated.
I have to invent a society or a manageme nt structure or governme nt. Now it
gets more complicated."

F

ox predicts that parallelism is inevitable in all computers by the
year 2000, with as many as 50 million transistors on a microchip and thousands of microchips on a parallel processor.
In many ways the t ec hno logy is
ahead of the need. But in computer
applications, he says, there are always
new and greater demands. Just as software packages for spell-checking were
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introduced to PC owners in the past,
future software for parallel computers
may offer the consumer not just a dictionary but a whole library of reference
books, such as indexes for looking up
newspaper and magazine articles.
Parallelism can also be used in the
production of an imated films, and in
educational and entertainment uses
such as virtual reality theme parks.
Among other, less whimsical uses
Fox predicts: environmental modeling
of past and pote ntial pollution in the
air or ground; the des ign of pharmaceutical drugs through computer mode lin g of new compo und s; car crash
simulations; and fluid flow simu lations
of aircraft and general vehicles, engines, air-conditione rs, and other turbomachinery.
It all attests to the power of teamwork . If Robin 's h ome-bu ildin g
helpers enjoyed the speed and efficiency of 1,000 computer processors,
just im agin e how outstanding that
house would be.
•
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